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Inspiration

◼ Thinking big, thinking deep and thinking 
with commitment and creating knowledge 
and imagination that adds value to the 
learner, the producer, user and the actors 
such as civil society, government, 
business, the academy and others is  not 
just simply desirable but that is what we 
Ethiopians must create without fail.



Linking research quality, capability, 
productivity and utility

◼ The production of quality researchers requires focused 
training

◼ Quality research is necessary for building research 
capability

◼ Research capability is necessary to enhance research 
productivity

◼ Research productivity  in turn creates the knowledge, 
the trainees, innovation, patents and  research papers 
that can lead to research utility  contributing to 
community, society, economy and  people and country

◼ An integrated conception is needed to develop strongly 
the linkages!

◼ From quality<—>capability—<>productivity<->utility 



Ideas for enhancing research 
quality

◼ Linking researchers to undertake training where 
open innovation interaction  and communication 
is possible

◼ Opening the opportunity for the trainees to find 
relationships amongst subject areas by joining in 
a number of creative ways  to bring  novel 
interdisciplinary combination of technical and 
social subjects, and even drawing  combinations 
from the natural to human sciences employing  
and trying various strategies, issues, problems , 
puzzles and challenges that they find critical-

◼ And all these to create, train  and forge the  
knowledgable adaptable and committed learner, 
thinker, problem- solver! 

◼ .



Research Quality

◼ Research as the engine of discovery  should define the 
identity or special quality and mission of universities

◼ We need  examplars that contribute to: a) linking 
research with the  university’s mission  b) universities to 
link with relevant helicies to deliver research, teaching 
and community service c) effective linking of research 
with training, governance and financing supportive 
environments, d) linking the learners , senior and 
emergent researchers  and graduates through the 
reorganisation of the  disciplines of all fields of sciences 
by fostering closer and creative communication both 
amongst the trainers and researchers



APGA 

◼ The APGA  experiment will build  research 
capacity, research productivity and improve  
research uptake and utility

◼ The  APGA can bring together all faculties 
opening network opportunities for all with the 
unity of knowldge as a guide including all the 
sciences

◼ APGA  can create the flexible researchers, train  
and forge  them as adaptable and committed 
learners, thinkers, problem- solvers and 
innovative job creators



Research Networks

◼ Need to be resourceful and invent various ways of  creating 
productive ad quality research networks

◼ Fostering University research and training strategy to create skills 
that are desired to create jobs

◼ Innovation for entrepreneurship by linking graduates to create jobs 
rather seek merely jobs that already exist

◼ Making research wonder as the driver of the whole training 
enterprise

◼ Linking the learners , researchers and graduates through the  
various formal, informal and complementary strategies for  research 
capacity building

◼ Apply on line learning to include all the excluded and make 
education and knowledge production reach all the youth



APGA initiative

◼ Linking researchers  with each other to stimulate an 
innovative research culture

◼ Breaking the  disciplinary and narrow research 
enclosures

◼ Creating a University wide  research , knowledge, 
imagination and innovation communities

◼ To create researcher mobility  and support by making up 
with APGA to make up for any supervisory deficiets.  

◼ To facilitate researcher- researcher collobaration by 
undertaking joint research, publishing and dissemination



APGA

◼ Researchers or academics  communicate in the 
universitities  freely and openly

◼ To create the space  for the  researcher without barriers 
or  frontiers

◼ Research interaction involves for any researcher to 
choose to do research  by engaging with all openly and 
without disciplnary hinderances

◼ Research quality to evolve by being open to Learning by 
’fighting’- controversy and by debate!  To do all hard 
work with joy !

◼ To provide new opportunities for networked learning, 
publishing, research project development



APGA

◼ Encourage all the research being undertaken on ICTs to 
find a shared forum for communication-digital platforms 
to be used side by side with physical platforms

◼ Create opportunities to exchange research programmes 
◼ Try to develop inter- disciplinary comparative research 

projects
◼ Invite world class researchers from outside  to contribute 

to the development of high quality researchers in Africa
◼ Develop co-publishing with international leading 

researchers
◼ Upgrading the research visibility of African researchers 

by publishing with leading researchers from others inside 
and the Diaspora including from others in the world



APGA potential activities

◼ APGA annual low cost conferences

◼ Annual Doctoral and Masters  Academy

◼ Research networks to be promoted globally with 
APGA

◼ Also connect APGA with all parts of the triple 
helix in South Africa  , and the rest of Africa

◼ Continued active interaction both horizontally 
and vertically..

◼ AGPA periodic policy forum involving  
universities ,industries, governments and others



APGA Model for Research Capability

◼ Goverance should be simple, systemic, smart and effective
◼ Research leadership should come from the top and best in the field
◼ Research productivity  must be sustainable
◼ Research  can strengthen  links and networks that  continue to get 

established in the process
◼ To purse actively research at the different sites of training and research 

production
◼ APGA must remain flexible and self- sustainable
◼ It is a network  that bring researchers

from the social, human to the natural and engineering sciences
◼ Sustainable, effective and inexpensive
◼ Communicating through research,  researchers from and in  SA and when 

appropriate with others  who are the best from the rest of the world.
◼ Should enhance   the  research culture of African universities to make them 

achieve world distinction!



APGA

◼ APGA can be positioned as an additional and 
flexible  model for research capacity building

◼ Can activate multiple inter disciplinary 
researcher collaboration within African 
universities

◼ Can promote APGA researcher collaboration with 
others

◼ Should be constructed as a self-organising 
research capacity experiment at low cost and 
effective output

◼ Can be useful to stem  any threat for  
unexpected  erosion of university research



Some APGA Work Done

1. APPROACHES AND PRACTICAL

LESSONS TO COMPLETE HIGH

QUALITY DOCTORAL RESEARCH ON TIME?

2. TRIPLE HELIX Research, Innovation and Capability

3. TRAINING PROGRAMME: Research Skills for 

High Quality POST-GRADUATES 

4. High Quality Research for Integrated, Green, 

Smart and Innovative  Africa



APGA Done

◼ Research Problem, Philosophy, Paradigm, Theory, 

Design, Method, Process and Practice 

◼ Quality Research Writing and Publishing with 

Relevance for High Rating and Impact Output 

◼ High Quality Education and Research for Creative, 

Inventive, Innovative and Entrepreneurial Post-

Graduates in Africa.

◼ The Post-Graduate Research Completion Process: 

Producing High-Quality Thesis, Research Papers and 

Patents
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Finally

Amsegnalehugn, Asante Sana & thank you

◼ https://esannet.com/asan-2/

◼ https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rajs20/c
urrent

◼ https://sarchi.org/jcise/

◼ www.pati-global.com

◼ www.sarchi.org

https://esannet.com/asan-2/
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rajs20/current
http://www.pati-global.com/
http://www.pati-global.com/

